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SCANNING THE SCANNERS:  
What Vulnerability Scanners 
Miss and Why — And What 

This Means for Your  
Software Attack Surface

By Yotam Perkal, Vulnerability Research Lead, Rezilion 

WHAT DID WE LEARN FROM SCANNING 20 POPULAR CONTAINER IMAGES USING SIX DIFFERENT VULNERABILITY 
SCANNERS? Widely different results reveal scanners may not offer the protection through visibility that 
organizations think they do.

Vulnerability management is a challenging task. The number of vulnerabilities discovered each year is 
constantly on the rise, with a record-breaking 20,157 vulnerabilities added to the National Vulnerability 
Database in 2021. In order to deal with the influx of vulnerabilities, organizations rely on vulnerability 
scanners to provide them with information regarding the vulnerabilities affecting their environment.

These tools are an essential aspect of any vulnerability management program and bring tremendous 
value in the form of visibility to your exploitable attack surface.

PART 1 OF 3

https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180212070317/http://eindbazen.net/2012/05/php-cgi-advisory-cve-2012-1823/
https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.07759.pdf
Source: https://images.pexels.com/photos/52608/pexels-photo-52608.jpeg?auto=compress&cs=tinysrgb&w=1260&h=750&dpr=1
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However, the results from these scanners are not consistent and the information they provide contains 
inaccuracies. Rezilion researchers have discovered a significant variability between the results of different 
scanners when scanning the same environment. The reason for these discrepancies can be categorized 
into two main groups:

1. False positive results, which cost an organization time spent on triaging irrelevant vulnerabilities.

2. And worse, false negative results, which effectively create vulnerable blind spots in your organization's 
exploitable attack surface, as you can’t patch a vulnerability you do not know to exist.

On top of the identification issues that are addressed in this research, more than 85% of the True Positives 
(these vulnerabilities that were identified correctly) are not exploitable based on runtime execution analysis. 
While previous Rezilion research focused on the impact of correctly identified vulnerabilities (e.g. do they 
pose an actual risk in the specific context in which they’re executed) the current research focuses on the 
initial identification of these vulnerabilities (regardless of their exploitability).

We decided to take action and proactively improve the state of vulnerability misidentifications across the 
entire ecosystem. This research is the first part of that initiative. In it, we will shed a light on the main reasons 
why scanners either falsely report on a non-existent vulnerability or miss an existing vulnerability.

This report is the first in a three-part series of research we will be releasing in the upcoming months:

  PART I, the current research, focuses on container scanning.

  PART II will focus on host scanning and will examine additional scanners which were not examined in  
the first part of the research.

  In PART III, we will be releasing a container image that will allow users to self-evaluate the performance 
of their vulnerability scanner. 

We hope the results of this research will help promote transparency and knowledge sharing that will 
drive the quality of vulnerability scan results forward across the industry and will help end users better 
understand the capabilities and limitations of the vulnerability scanners they use.

As part of this research, we have identified dozens of different reasons for vulnerability misidentification 
and opened issues/support tickets regarding the misidentification (either false positives or false negatives) 
of over 1600 different CVEs. Some of the issues have already been addressed by the different vendors/
maintainers of the scanners and some are still undergoing analysis.

The number of vulnerabilities discovered each 
year is constantly on the rise, with a record-
breaking 20,157 vulnerabilities added to the 

National Vulnerability Database in 2021.

https://www.rezilion.com/resource/a-matter-of-patch-managing-vulnerabilities-with-runtime-memory-analysis/
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Comparison Metrics 

BEFORE WE DIVE IN WE NEED TO EXPLAIN A FEW BASIC CONCEPTS. 

We will treat each scanner as a classifier that aims to identify whether a specific package and version 
combination installed on the system is vulnerable. More specifically, we can make an analogy to a binary 
classifier that for each potential vulnerability has two output classes:

1 – The vulnerability exists in the scanned environment

0 – The vulnerability does not exist in the scanned environment

In this context we will define:

 True Positive (TP) — A scanner accurately identified a vulnerability

 True Negative (TN) — A scanner accurately claimed a vulnerability doesn’t exist

 False Positives (FP) — A scanner wrongfully claimed a vulnerability exists

 False Negative (FN) — A scanner wrongfully claimed a vulnerability doesn’t exist

In order to evaluate the results of the different scanners we will use the following performance metrics:

 Precision — How many of the total positive samples  
reported (including those not identified correctly) were 
identified correctly? Precision is calculated as follows:

 Recall — Out of the samples that should have been identified, how many were actually detected?  
The recall is calculated as follows: 

Where TP = True positive; FP = False positive; TN = True negative; FN = False negative.

 F1-Score — The F1-Score, also known as the Harmonic Mean, 
combines precision and recall into a single metric. This is the 
measure we will use in order to compare the performance of 
the different scanners. The F1-Score is calculated as follows:

NOTE: The F1 score gives the same weight to FN as to FP. In the context of vulnerability scanners, a 
FN creates a false sense of security as it means you will have vulnerabilities in your environment 
you don't know exist and hence, should probably be considered worse than a FP (you can’t patch a 
vulnerability that you do not know about).

For that reason, we decided to use three different metrics throughout the report: 

1. Precision which takes into account the FP results

2. Recall which takes into account the FN results 

3. F1-Score which combines them both into a single metric 

Precision = TP
TP + FP

Recall = TP
TP + FN

2
precision • recall
precision + recall
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Methodology 

WE TOOK 20 OF THE MOST POPULAR CONTAINERS ON DOCKERHUB (see detailed information below), ran 
them locally, and scanned them using six different vulnerability scanners. Two popular open-source 
scanners, and four commercial SCA scanners. 

We then analyzed the results reported by the scanners as well as the actual software components existing 
on the container images and examined the discrepancies.

NOTE: Since our goal is truly to drive improvement across the board and not to “point fingers” we 
have decided not to name the vulnerability scanners at this stage. The scanners will be referenced 
as Scanner A through Scanner F.

These are the containers used in the benchmarking process:
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CONTAINER

Jenkins

Drupal

MariaDB

NextCloud

Redis

Tomcat

Wordpress

Rabbitmq

Ghost

Memcached

Postgres

Httpd

Consul

Nginx

MySQL

MongoDB

Sonarqube

Kibana

Neo4j

Apache Solr

VERSION

2.358

9.4.2

1:10.8.3+maria~jammy

24.0.2

7.0.2

10.0.22

6.0

3.10.5

5.2.4

1.6.15

14.4-1.pgdg110+1

2.4.54

1.12.2

1.23.0

8.0.29-1debian11

5.0.9

9.5.0.56709

8.3.2

4.4.8

9.0.0

# OF DOWNLOADS

500M+

100M+

1B+

500M+

1B+

500M+

1B+

1B+

100M+

1B+

1B+

1B+

500M+

1B+

1B+

1B+

500M+

100M+

100M+

100M+

https://hub.docker.com/layers/jenkins/jenkins/2.358/images/sha256-01600c1acde3391286945f775f2e5b2366f9b96fbe012a3ffa5159073c0c6392?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/drupal/9.4.2/images/sha256-b370968f989cddff5c0581d8093d65be8e0733176fe987d946114a11ada047d8?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/mariadb/10.8.3/images/sha256-0a6ed934c1518abff64ed856b06f44006b4498b115941e19bbd910bd62a12232?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/nextcloud/24.0.2/images/sha256-f414023e31cfe6b157e76648c8ad021aab5491cbbb28f96939ae6dd874729ace?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/redis/7.0.2/images/sha256-31120dcdd310e9a65cbcadd504f4fe60a185bd634ab7c6a35e3e44a941904d97?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/tomcat/10.0.22/images/sha256-71444268934d60df07205e89f1f7a66df2852c7712063b8fa921828c94f169f6?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/wordpress/6.0.0-php7.4-fpm/images/sha256-ab9da08aca4576011afaa990295581b9f34ece4b1a0ce827a734264547064498?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/rabbitmq/library/rabbitmq/latest/images/sha256-45b2855afa95e7d483b4850bec8a5484031b94f9c72d5476a3900b7788a8fc74?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/ghost/5.2.4/images/sha256-42137b9bd1faf4cdea5933279c48a912d010ef614551aeb0e44308600aa3e69f?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/memcached/1.6.15/images/sha256-1fb5662239cfb3d632efd4df609caff38f0bac3e78bd0cf6db038d5a6a818147?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/postgres/14.4/images/sha256-cf3b0cf1dde2a82542e4b9de7f3ad058fdc819dea6499007035b838542b0bd5e?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/httpd/2.4.54/images/sha256-facd7a9ef4225c56d531cc2d1c26a0576edf417fb6d49f2f1b279994a8387666?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/consul/1.12.2/images/sha256-a1a933572cb6f6388501c535af455f77e687c62ff97ed72cd16301b8b535eae0?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/nginx/1.23.0/images/sha256-33cef86aae4e8487ff23a6ca16012fac28ff9e7a5e9759d291a7da06e36ac958?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/mysql/8.0.29-debian/images/sha256-3a7e864bc88458911fa598065fe027736fa63495f5780ee0618caeb4a52bbc4c?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/mongo/5.0.9/images/sha256-4b58442ec48034662c5581405a24755bdd80730535ccb98e262b6f5ed76c7017?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/sonarqube/9.5.0-community/images/sha256-2f102e5b91abb39db22da3d2efca1eaccdd919923355b6e42edc3c522e3aa235?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/kibana/library/kibana/8.3.2/images/sha256-51635619b14a0f3a764f39c4c51d527304d8c33fbda05d72652b18255639122b?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/neo4j/4.4.8/images/sha256-d7cb5bde33a15197f45ca2f8a701de059c9e33cc6b59a7d7a02c180462ea98c0?context=explore
https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/solr/9.0.0/images/sha256-a75d693dcc9b978f8f35cdad3f775ad09dd3020e1920871a1fb167655a19e888?context=explore
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Results  

NEEDLESS TO SAY, FOR THE 20 CONTAINERS EXAMINED, each vulnerability scanner reported a different 
number of vulnerabilities.

Over 450 high and critical severity vulnerabilities were misidentified across the 20 containers (on average, 
more than 22 high/critical severity vulnerabilities per container). ore than 16 vulnerabilities per container 
were not identified at all by at least one of the scanners (false negative result).

In the following tables, you will find the performance analysis results for each container (averaged across 
the different scanners) as well as the performance of each scanner across the 20 examined containers.

Average Precision, Recall and F1 Score per Container
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AVG SCANNER 
PRECISION

0.78

0.71

0.8

0.89

0.91

0.8

0.75

0.91

0.78

0.86

0.92

0.79

0.92

0.86

0.81

0.91

0.83

0.69

0.71

0.78

0.82

AVG SCANNER  
RECALL

0.6

0.84

0.57

0.88

0.87

0.68

0.79

0.85

0.46

0.82

0.83

0.85

0.86

0.81

0.37

0.8

0.71

0.28

0.87

0.87

0.73

AVG SCANNER  
F1-SCORE

0.67

0.75

0.66

0.88

0.89

0.73

0.75

0.86

0.56

0.83

0.86

0.8

0.88

0.83

0.47

0.84

0.72

0.33

0.75

0.8

0.74

CONTAINER  
NAME

Consul

Drupal

Ghost

httpd

Jenkins

Kibana

MariaDB

Memcached

MongoDB

MySQL

Neo4j

NextCloud

Nginx

Postgres

RabbitMQ

Redis

Apache Solr

Sonarqube

Apache Tomcat

WordPress

Average Across  
All Containers

0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1
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Average Precision, Recall and F1 Score per Scanner

As can be seen from these results:

  The precision varies significantly between different scanners and between different scanned 
environments (containers in this case).

  The recall, which is the measure taking into account the false negative results, is on average 0.73. 
This means that compared to the ground truth , scanners returned only 73% of relevant results out of 
all vulnerabilities that should have been identified. This is the measure users usually have no way of 
estimating as you don’t know what vulnerabilities your scanner doesn’t show you.

  On average, out of the vulnerabilities that each scanner did report on, only 82% were relevant results 
(identified correctly), meaning 18% were false positives.

In other words, when you run a single vulnerability scanner, it doesn't matter which one, you get noise that 
stems from false positive results. You will also have vulnerabilities in your environment and be unaware of 
their existence.

AVERAGE 
PRECISION

0.94

0.83

0.46

0.98

0.96

0.74

0.82

AVERAGE  
RECALL

0.84

0.83

0.28

0.78

0.9

0.74

0.73

AVERAGE  
F1-SCORE

0.85

0.8

0.33

0.83

0.93

0.71

0.74

SCANNER   
NAME

Scanner A

Scanner B

Scanner C

Scanner D

Scanner E

Scanner F

Average Across  
All Scanners

Below the Surface:  
The Top 10 Root Causes for Scanner Inaccuracies 

WHEN WE STARTED PERFORMING THE ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY THE CAUSES FOR THE 
FALSE POSITIVE AND FALSE NEGATIVE RESULTS, we identified multiple reasons for these inaccuracies. It is 
important to note that many of the reasons are not the scanner's fault.

In this section, we will elaborate on the top 10 reasons leading to misidentification as identified in the 
research.
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Varying Ecosystem Support 

ONE OF THE THINGS WE IMMEDIATELY NOTICED WHEN EXAMINING THE DIFFERENT SCANNERS is that there is 
huge variability in the different scanners’ support matrices. In simple terms, it means that some scanners 
support certain ecosystems (such as Golang, Rust, PHP, Ruby, Node.js, etc...) while others do not. Even within 
a given ecosystem, the artifacts the scanner examines in order to detect the installed packages vary 
significantly between the different scanners.

Not all of the scanners examined in the research support Golang, even the ones that do support it have 
varying levels of support. Some only support go.mod files as their source of information regarding the 
Golang packages being used while others also support analyzing Golang binaries.

For example, in the Ghost container, no less than 31 different Golang vulnerabilities were missed by five 
out of the six scanners examined due to the fact that they failed to identify binaries with built-in Golang in 
version 1.13.10 (specifically, gosu 1.12 binaries).

We have also identified multiple cases in which vulnerabilities were missed for certain runtimes even 
though the scanner documentation claims the runtimes are supported. For one of the scanners, this 
“alleged” support resulted in over 200 misidentified CVEs across the 20 containers.

The problem is that users are often unaware of these support gaps and of their consequences. There 
is no standard for reporting this support matrix as well which makes it hard to perform a meaningful 
comparison between the scanners in order to make a more informed decision when choosing the scanner.

This can create a false sense of security as these vulnerabilities will not be detected/reported, yet they 
still exist and pose a risk that the user is blind to. Ask yourself, can you tell what exactly are your scanner 
support gaps? What are the environments these gaps will affect? Do you have compensating controls in 
place to mitigate the risk?

https://hub.docker.com/layers/library/ghost/5.2.4/images/sha256-42137b9bd1faf4cdea5933279c48a912d010ef614551aeb0e44308600aa3e69f?context=explore
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Failure To Take Into Account the Context In  
Which The Vulnerability was Identified 

THERE ARE CERTAIN VULNERABILITIES THAT ARE ONLY RELEVANT (EXPLOITABLE) IN A SPECIFIC CONTEXT.

Some vulnerabilities are only applicable when the vulnerable package exists in a specific OS distribution, 
other vulnerabilities are only exploitable when a specific configuration is in place.
This is considered out-of-scope for standard vulnerability scanners, yet creates a lot of noise in the form  
of false positives.

Several of the scanners examined do not properly take into account the individual OS security advisories 
(Debian security advisory, Ubuntu security Advisory, etc.). This is in fact one of the main causes for 
misidentified vulnerabilities with over 1000 vulnerabilities misidentified across the 20 containers. Scanner 
C, for example, falsely identifies over 90% of the vulnerabilities in the Drupal container since they are not 
relevant in a Debian setting.

Some examples:

  CVE-2020-9794, CVE-2020-9849 and CVE-2020-9991 were falsely identified by five out of the six 
scanners in the Kibana container even though these vulnerabilities are only relevant in the context 
of Apple Software (iOS, iPadOS, macOS, tvOS, watchOS, iTunes for Windows, and iCloud for Windows) 
according to the Debian and Ubuntu security advisories (see screenshots).

  Six different PHP vulnerabilities, such as CVE-2018-15132, in the Sonarqube container, which are only 
relevant in a Windows setting (see here and here), yet were wrongly identified by Scanner B.

https://security-tracker.debian.org/tracker/CVE-2020-9794
https://ubuntu.com/security/CVE-2020-9794
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Data Issues 

WE HAVE IDENTIFIED MULTIPLE CASES IN WHICH THE UNDERLYING CAUSE FOR THE misidentification stems 
from inaccurate/outdated security advisory data.

For example, CVE-2020-11080 is missed (false negative result) by five out of the six scanners on Ubuntu 
based containers due to the fact that according to the Ubuntu security advisory, the only package 
affected by the vulnerability is node.js (no reference to nghttp2). This isn’t aligned with the information in 
all other advisories such as NVD, Debian, Alpine, Fedora, and others, which associate the vulnerability with 
either Node.js or nghttp2.

Ironically, the scanner that “accidentally” accurately detected the vulnerability is a scanner that does not 
take advisory data into account.

We have reached out to the relevant security advisories and notified them about these issues. We hope 
that at least some of the issues will be resolved in the near future.

Relying on CPE 

CPE STANDS FOR COMMON PLATFORM ENUMERATION. It is a structured naming scheme for information 
technology systems, software, and packages. It is currently the way in which NVD correlates between a  
CVE and the software it affects.

A well-formed CPE name is follows this format:

cpe:<cpe _ version>:<part>:<vendor>:<product>:<version>:<update>:<edition>:<language>: 
<sw _ edition>:<target _ sw>:<target _ hw>:<other>

The important thing to note about CPEs is that they were designed for IT asset management,  and not in 
order to map vulnerabilities to software components. This aspect is reflected in the part field which can 
take the following values:

a — which stands for application
o — which stands for operating system
h — which stands for hardware

The problem is that these terms are very broad. An application, for example, is composed of multiple sub-
components (aka packages) which can each have vulnerabilities specific to them. In order for CPEs to be 
effectively used in order to map vulnerabilities to software components, CPEs must be completely unique 
and predictably created. Both these requirements do not hold water in the real world. 

There is no way to control the naming of open-source components (especially across different runtimes) 
and hence, uniqueness can’t be enforced. In addition, the rate at which software is being developed and 
released makes it impractical to expect a single central dictionary, such as the one maintained by NIST, to 
provide a complete and accurate reflection.

These core issues make every scanner that relies on CPEs to match between vulnerabilities and software 
components highly susceptible to false positive results.

https://ubuntu.com/security/CVE-2020-11080
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2020-11080
https://security-tracker.debian.org/tracker/CVE-2020-11080
https://security.alpinelinux.org/vuln/CVE-2020-11080
https://lists.fedoraproject.org/archives/list/package-announce@lists.fedoraproject.org/message/AAC2AA36OTRHKSVM5OV7TTVB3CZIGEFL/
https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe
https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe
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Not Taking Into Account External Kernel Version 

WHEN A DOCKER CONTAINER IS RUNNING THE EFFECTIVE KERNEL VERSION, it uses the running kernel version 
on the host. Thus, reporting kernel vulnerabilities based on user-mode artifacts (such as shared libraries) 
that are only installed on the container doesn’t provide any actual value. 

This brings up another gap users have to be aware of. When scanning container images, your scanner will 
not report any kernel vulnerabilities that exist on the host (since it only scans the container). If the container 
is running on a host with an outdated kernel version it is possible that kernel vulnerabilities on the hosts will 
be used in order to perform container escape. If you only scan your container images you will not be aware 
of such risk.

For example, in the benchmark we conducted, three of the examined scanners wrongly associated `linux-
libc-dev` with CVEs affecting the Linux kernel. This is problematic for several reasons:

1.  `linux-libc-dev` is a library containing header files for development purposes. It does not contain any 
executable files relevant to the identified vulnerabilities.

2.  Even if it did contain relevant executable code which calls the relevant vulnerable code in the Linux 
kernel, it isn’t actionable to the user since only upgrading `linux-libc-dev` without upgrading the kernel 
itself would not have solved the issue.   

3.  Add to that, the fact that some of the vulnerabilities that were identified are associated with much older 
kernel versions than the actual kernel version used by the container. For example, CVE-2005-3660 in the 
Drupal container is associated with kernel versions 2.4 through 2.6 while, as can be seen from the following 
screenshot (both from the host and the container), the actual kernel version is much newer (5.15):

This resulted in almost 100 false positive vulnerabilities on each of the Drupal, NextCloud, and WordPress 
containers.

A few examples:

  When scanning the Sonarqube container no less than 326 vulnerabilities were falsely identified by one 
of the scanners. The scanner associated the vulnerabilities to the PHP runtime when in fact, the artifact 
identified on the container was the maven package php-checks (pkg:maven/org.sonarsource.php/ 
php-checks@3.23.1.8766).

  When scanning the Ghost container, one of the scanners falsely identified two vulnerabilities dating  
back to 1999 (CVE-1999-0082 and CVE-1999-0201) due to the fact that the container contained the  
`ftp` Node.js module under:  /var/lib/ghost/versions/5.2.4/node_modules/ftp/package.json

Yet these two vulnerabilities are actually related to the Linux ftp server utility and are not related in  
any way to the ftp Node.js module. We have also verified that the ftp server utility is not installed on  
the container.

https://packages.ubuntu.com/jammy/amd64/linux-libc-dev/filelist
https://packages.ubuntu.com/jammy/amd64/linux-libc-dev/filelist
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Packages Installed Not Via Package Managers 

SINCE VULNERABILITY SCANNERS AND SCA TOOLS RELY ON PACKAGE MANAGER METADATA in order to 
determine what packages are installed on the scanned compute if a software component exists in the 
container without being installed by a package manager the scanner will not be aware of its existence and 
consequently fail to report any vulnerabilities associated with it. This can lead to significant blind spots in 
the form of false-negative results.

In a container setting, this aspect can manifest when certain commands are used as part of the container 
build process. These commands are reflected in the container Dockerfile. An example of such commands 
can be RUN with the use of `wget` or `curl` in order to fetch tar.gz files of certain software components and 
extract them into a specific directory or the use of COPY in order to place an executable file directly into a 
specific directory within the container.

For example, in the Kibana container, five out of the six scanners failed to identify Node.JS existing on the 
container due to the fact that it was simply copied into the container using the following command in the 
docker file: 

COPY /usr/share/kibana /usr/share/kibana # buildkit

As expected, the node 16.14.2 binary file was found on the container under this path:  
/usr/share/kibana/node/bin/node

As a result, the flowing vulnerabilities were not identified by five out of the six scanners: CVE-2022-32212, 
CVE-2022-32213, CVE-2022-32214, CVE-2022-32223.

More to come on this topic in separate research we will be releasing in the coming months. 

Suboptimal Version Comparison/Version Parsing 

WE HAVE FOUND OVER 420 MISIDENTIFIED CVES ACROSS THE 20 CONTAINERS due to problems with the 
identification of the actual version of the package installed on the container. It seems that this reason 
manifests differently per scanner which makes sense since these types of errors are usually related to 
incomplete implementation logic or mishandling of various edge cases.

For example, on the Postgres container, one of the scanners gave a false positive result for the following 
CVEs affecting OpenSSL:

CVE-2021-23840, CVE-2021-4160, CVE-2019-1551, CVE-2019-1543, CVE-2022-1292, CVE-2021-3712, CVE-2021-3711, 
CVE-2021-23841, CVE-2019-1563, CVE-2019-1552, CVE-2020-1971, CVE-2019-1549, CVE-2021-3449, CVE-2022-
0778, and CVE-2019-1547. This is probably due to the fact it identified the OpenSSL version as: 1.1.1b-2 while 
the actual OpenSSL version on the container is: 1.1.1n-0+deb11u2.
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Lack of Built-In Runtimes Support 

CERTAIN RUNTIMES, SUCH AS GOLANG FOR EXAMPLE, can be built into the executable binary. In this case, 
an installation of Golang isn’t necessary to exist on the container as the package binary is statically linked, 
thus it can be executed as a standalone binary.

Five out of the six scanners examined in the research (even the scanners that claim to support Golang), 
failed to identify vulnerabilities associated with the Golang version used to compile the binary file.

For example, Scanner E did not identify vulnerabilities in the `gosu` Golang binary even though it was 
compiled using Golang 1.16.7 which is affected by a few vulnerabilities such as:

CVE-2021-38297, CVE-2022-23806, CVE-2022-23773, CVE-2021-44716, CVE-2021-41771, CVE-2021-39293,  
CVE-2022-24675, CVE-2022-23772, CVE-2022-24921, CVE-2021-44717, CVE-2020-29511, CVE-2020-29509,  
CVE-2022-29526, and more.

Runtime Specific Nuances 

CERTAIN RUNTIMES HAVE CERTAIN UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS which are not always handled equally across 
the different scanners. 

Let’s take Java for example. Java allows for extreme flexibility when it comes to packaging Java 
executables. As we have shown in previous research around Log4j detection, not all scanners support all of 
these packaging formats which can lead to false negative results.

Another example is Golang pseudo versions. According to the Golang documentation, a pseudo version is:

“a version that encodes a revision identifier (such as a Git commit hash) and a timestamp from a  
version control system. For example,  v0.0.0-20191109021931-daa7c04131f5. 
It is used for compatibility with non-module repositories and in other situations when a tagged version is 
not available.”

A pseudo-version is comprised of three parts:

1.  A base version prefix (vX.0.0 or vX.Y.Z-0), which is either derived from a semantic version tag that 
precedes the revision or vX.0.0 if there is no such tag.

2.  A timestamp (yyyymmddhhmmss), which is the UTC time the revision was created.

3.  A revision identifier (abcdefabcdef), which is a 12-character prefix of the commit hash, or in subversion,  
a zero-padded revision number.

In the Consul container, for example, Scanner B falsely identified six vulnerabilities (CVE-2020-25864, 
CVE-2020-7219, CVE-2021-37219, CVE-2021-38698, CVE-2021-32574, and CVE-2021-36213) due to the fact it 
considered the Consul version to be  v0.0.0-20220603191722-19041f202c95, where in fact the actual Consul 
version (can be retrieved by running consul -v from inside the container) is 1.12.2, as can be seen in the 
following screenshot:

https://www.rezilion.com/blog/log4j-blindspots-what-your-scanner-is-still-missing/
https://go.dev/ref/mod#pseudo-versions
https://go.dev/ref/mod#glos-pseudo-version
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Rejected/Disputed Vulnerabilities 

AN ADDITIONAL POINT WORTH MENTIONING which also creates a significant amount of noise is 
vulnerabilities that receive a disputed/rejected status.

According to NVD:

“A CVE Entry listed as "REJECT" is a CVE Entry that is not accepted as a CVE Entry. The reason a CVE Entry is 
marked REJECT will most often be stated in the description of the CVE Entry. Possible examples include it 
being a duplicate CVE Entry, it being withdrawn by the original requester, it being assigned incorrectly, or 
some other administrative reason. As a rule, REJECT CVE Entries should be ignored.”

Even though the description clearly states that rejected vulnerabilities should be ignored, not all scanners 
actually ignore them. Out of over 195,000 vulnerability records in the NVD database, almost 11,000 are 
rejected vulnerabilities. This means that any scanner that does not ignore these types of vulnerabilities 
potentially creates over 5.5% of unnecessary noise by reporting on irrelevant vulnerabilities.

Disputed vulnerabilities are vulnerabilities for which there is a dispute between the parties involved in the 
identification and validation of the vulnerability. In this case, the CVE program is knowingly not making 
any determination as to which party is correct. Instead, they make note of this dispute and try to offer any 
public references that will better inform those trying to understand the facts of the issue.

Simply put, disputed vulnerabilities should also be taken with a grain of salt. And they amount to over a 
thousand unique CVEs across the NVD database. As a reference, the 20 examined containers contain over 
130 reported vulnerabilities which are either rejected or disputed.

Conclusion 

WE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO ACCEPTING INACCURACIES AS AN INHERENT PART OF VULNERABILITY SCANNING. 
These inaccuracies cost time spent triaging irrelevant vulnerabilities and worse, in the case of false 
negative detections, create blind spots for the organization and a false sense of security. The problem is 
that this data is not transparent and the end users have no way of evaluating the vulnerability scanner of 
their choice.

In this first-of-its-kind benchmark and root cause analysis research, we decided to take a proactive 
approach we hope will help drive the entire industry forward and improve the quality of vulnerability 
scanning across the board.

All of the issues presented in the research have already been reported to the different vendors/maintainers 
and are undergoing analysis.

Generally speaking, in order for a vulnerability scanner to be able to correctly detect, three things need  
to occur:

1.  The vulnerability scanner has to first correctly identify exactly which software components are present 
in the scanned environment. If a scanner fails to identify a software component, it will not be able to 
check that component for vulnerabilities. Hence, creating a Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) is implicitly 
an inherent part of the function of each vulnerability scanner. A scanner with poor SBOM capabilities 
(support gaps, identification gaps, etc.) will have poor performance in terms of vulnerability reporting.

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/vulnerability-status
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2.  Then, the vulnerability scanner has to correctly match the acquired software component data with 
the relevant security advisories. A vulnerability scanner that doesn’t take into account OS advisories for 
example, or relies on outdated data will also perform badly.

3.  Lastly, the advisory data itself has to be accurate. If the underlying data isn’t accurate, that will affect the 
scan results.

As we have seen, there is huge variability between the results of different scanners and SCA tools. In fact, 
the six scanners examined, mutually agreed on less than 50 percent of the vulnerabilities.

Thus, it is important to understand your specific scanner's capabilities and limitations and make sure that 
your scanner of choice matches your specific needs.

As a user, make sure you ask yourself the following questions:

  What are the runtimes my scanner supports? 

  Do I have code in runtimes that are unsupported? 

  For the supported runtimes, what are the artifacts my scanner relies on in order to identify the existing 
components? For example, a scanner with Golang support that does only support go.mod files will not 
report on vulnerabilities in the Golang runtime itself, only on vulnerabilities in Go modules. 

  Will my scanner be able to report on vulnerabilities in compiled binaries?

  What are the security advisories my scanner relies on? 

We hope this research and the subsequent research we intend to publish on this topic provides end users 
with the knowledge of how to evaluate their vulnerability management solutions.
We urge users to examine these aspects so that they can make an informed decision when choosing their 
vulnerability scanner/SCA tool. 

Stay tuned to Rezilion's research in the coming months for parts II and III of this series in which we will 
examine a few additional scanners, address gaps found in the context of host-based scanning, and 
release a tool for self-evaluation of scanner performance.

https://www.rezilion.com/platform/dynamic-sbom/
https://www.rezilion.com/get-started/

